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HIGHER-ORDER NONLINEAR DISPERSIVE EQUATIONS

CARLOS E. KENIG, GUSTAVO PONCE, AND LUIS VEGA

(Communicated by Barbara Lee Keyfitz)

Abstract. We study nonlinear dispersive equations of the form

dtu + d2i+xu + P{u,dxu, ... ,dl'u) = Q,        x,t£R,   j e Z+ ,

where P(*) is a polynomial having no constant or linear terms. It is shown that

the associated initial value problem is locally well posed in weighted Sobolev

spaces. The method of proof combines several sharp estimates for solutions of

the associated linear problem and a change of dependent variable which allows

us to consider data of arbitrary size.

Introduction

In this paper we consider the initial value problem

( dtu + d2j+lu + P(u,dxu, ... ,d2ju) = 0,        x,t£R,j£l+,

I u(x, 0) = M0(x),

where dt = d/dt,  dx = d/dx, u = u(x, t) is a real- (or complex-) valued

function, and
P : R2j+X -+R   (or P : C2j+l -* C)

is a polynomial having no constant or linear terms; i.e.,

¿i

(1.2) P(z)=^aaza   with¿o>2

\<*\=i0

and z = (zx, ... , z2j+x).

The class described in (1.1) generalizes several models arising in both math-
ematics and physics. In particular, it contains the KdV hierarchy [14], higher-

order models in water waves problems and in elastic media (see [ 12] and refer-

ences therein), and the equations discussed in [3, §7].

Our purpose is to study local well-posedness of the IVP (1.1). Here the
difficulties appear from the fact that, in general, techniques such as standard

energy estimates, space-time (LxLt-) estimates, Galerkin's method, and so on

cannot be applied.
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In [ 10] we showed that ( 1.1 ) is locally well posed for small data u0 £ Hs (R) n

L2(|x|m dx) = XStm . There the smallness assumption on the data was removed

for P(-) 's independent of the highest derivative dxju (for related results see

[2, 17, 18, 19]). Our main result here establishes the local well-posedness of the

IVP (1.1) in Xs<m without any size restriction on the data. To achieve it we
include the fact that the results in [10] extend to diagonal systems and a change
of dependent variable. This allows us to write the equation in ( 1.1 ) (after a few

differentiations with respect to the x-variable) as a diagonal system

(1.3) dtcok + d2j+xcok + Qk(cox, ... , com , dxcox,..., d2j-xcom) = 0

for k = I, ... , m = mij) where the nonlinear terms, Qk , are independent
of the highest derivatives, i.e., those of order 2j. To study system (1.3) we

follow the arguments in [10]. In this case some modifications are needed since

the Qk 's introduced by the change of variable involve nonlocal operators.

The use of a change of dependent variable was suggested by recent works of

Hayashi and Ozawa [4, 5] on nonlinear Schrödinger equations (see also [13]).
In these works this change of variable was called a gauge transformation.

The main results of this paper are the following.

Theorem 1.1. Let P(-) be a polynomial of the type described in (1.2). Then

there exist s, m £ Z+ such that for any u0 £ Hs(R)nL2(\x\m dx) = Xs,m there

exist T = ^(llwolUj.m) > 0 (with T(a) —* oo as a —► 0) and a unique solution

u(-) of the IVP (1.1) satisjying

(1.4) u£C([0,T]:Xs,m),

(1.5) sup/   \dx+Ju(x, t)\2dt <oo,
x   Jo

and

/oo
smp\dxu(x, t)\ dx < oo,        r = 0,...,

-oo[0,T]

If uo £ XSo<m with s0 > s, the results above hold with s0 instead of s in the

same time interval [0, T].

Moreover, for any V £ (0, T) there exists a neighborhood UUo of Uo in Xs<m

such that the map u0 *-> u(t) from UUo into the class defined in (1.4)-(1.6),

with V instead of T, is Lipschitz.

Theorem 1.2. Let P(-) be a polynomial of the type described in (1.2) with

¿o > 3. Then the results in Theorem 1.1 hold with m = 0 and L2-norm

instead of L\-norm in (1.6).

Theorem 1.2 tells us that the IVP for the equation

(1.7) d,u + d%u + (u2 + (dxu)2)d2u = 0,        t,x£R,

is locally well posed in HS(R), s > So, with so sufficiently large. We observe

that a similar result does not hold for the parabolic problem

d,u - d2u + (u2 + (dxu)2)d2u = 0,        t > 0, x e R .

Roughly speaking Theorems 1.1-1.2 establish conditions which guarantee that

the local behavior of the solution of (1.1) is controlled by the linear part of the

s + j
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equation. Moreover, it shows that the dispersive structure of the equation is

strong enough to overcome nonlinear terms of lower order with arbitrary sign
as in (1.7).

Finally, we observe that Theorems 1.1-1.2 extend to equations of the form

dtu + Hd2ju + P(u,Hu,... , d2j~2u, Hd2j~2u, d2j~xu) = 0

and

dtu + d2j+xu + P(u,Hu,..., d2j~2u, Hd2j~2u, Hd2j~x u) = 0

(where H denotes the Hubert transform in the space variable and P(-) is as
in (1.2)), which generalizes the Benjamin-Ono hierarchy [15], and they extend

to systems as

(1.8a)
dtux +d2j+lux +Px(ux, ... , um, ... , d2j~lul, ... ,d2j~lum, d2jux) = 0,

dtuk + d2j+luk + Pk(ux ,...,um,..., d2J~lux,..., d2j~lum) = 0,

k = 2, ... , m

and more generally

( 1 8b)      dtU<C + 9*2y+1"* + Pk{ul ' • • ' ' "W ' • • • ' d*uX ' • • • ' ^"W) = ° '

k = 1,..., m,

which contain those deduced in [16] (for example, [16, (1.7)] is a particular

case of (1.8a) and [16, (1.13), (3.29)] belong to the class in (1.8b)). In the case
(1.8b) our results apply only to small data.

The authors thank J.-C. Saut for pointing out these applications of our results.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In §2 we state all the linear estimates

needed in the proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. In §3 we explain how to use

a change of dependent variable to write the equation in ( 1.1 ) as a system in
(1.3). To simplify the exposition we shall only consider the case 7 = 1. The
general case follows the same pattern. Finally in §4 we prove Theorems 1.1-1.2.

Again for simplicity of the exposition we shall take the case j = 1 and lo > 3

(Theorem 1.2). The former assumption allows us to work in HS(R) and thus
to avoid the use of weighted spaces. The techniques needed in the general case

¿o = 2—weighted norms, the use of the vector fields x + (2j + l)td2j, and so
on—have been explained in detail in [8, 10].

2. Linear estimates

We begin with the following sharp homogeneous and inhomogeneous versions

of the local smoothing effect of Kato type [6] exhibited by the group {e'a*J }~00 .

Theorem 2.1. There exist constants, c¡, such that for each x £ R

(2.1) (y°° \dxe'd'i+'uo(x)\2dt^   =Cj\\uoh.

There exist constants, c¡, such that

(2.2)

U/V-<'>^+V(.,o¿í'
I      ./o ¿f(R:L?(R))

sup \d2J /V-''^+1F(., f)df <C,'||FHL,(R:£?(Il))
*       II ^0 ¿2(R)
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Proof. Version (2.1) of the homogeneous local smoothing effect was proven in

[7, §4] (for previous results in this direction see [1, 20, 21]).

(2.2) was first established in [8, Theorem 2.3] (see also [9, §3]). Notice that

the gain of derivatives in the inhomogeneous case (2.2) doubles that in (2.1).

Corollary 2.2. For any T>0

(2.3) dj+t f e«-''W?+lF(-,t')dt'
Jo

<cra||F||L;(R:L2([o>71))

Z,«>(R:Lf([0,n))

with I = 0, 1,..., j, a = (j- l)/2j,and p = 2j/(j +1) .

Proof. Combining (2.1), Minkowski's integral inequality, and the Cauchy-

Schwarz inequality one finds that

\dJ fe(t-f)^lFi.,f)dt'
I    Jo Lf(K:L,2([0,r]))

(2.4)

<c [   \\Fi-,t)\\2dt<cTl\\F\\L2l1IL:m0tTl)).
JO

Hence (2.3) follows by interpolation between (2.2) and (2.4).

As in [8, 9] to complement the above estimate we need to bound the ZZ-norm

of the maximal function supm,^ \e'9"J+ u0(x)\. For our purpose here it suffices

to consider the case p — 2 .

Theorem 2.3. For any p > 3/4 and any s > (2j+ l)/4 there exists c such that

(2.5) II^+'moIIlJ(R:l-([o,T]))= [J     sup|^+1«o(x)|2ûfxJ

< c(l + T)p\\uo\\h>.

Proof. See [8, 9].

We observe that a global (in time) version of (2.5) can be obtained only when

L2 is replaced by Lx with p > 4 (see [11]). On the other hand to estimate the

Lj.-norm of the maximal function (as in (1.6)) one has to use weighted norms,

i.e., L2(|x|mt7x)-norm. These are essential in the proof of Theorem 1.1. Here

we shall restrict ourselves to the case Iq > 3 in (1.2) (Theorem 1.2), for which

estimate (2.5) suffices.

3. A CHANGE OF DEPENDENT VARIABLE

In this section we shall show how to use a gauge transformation to reduce the

equation in (1.1) to a system of the type (1.3). The advantage is that the non-
linear terms in (1.3) do not involve the highest derivatives, i.e., those of order
2j . As was mentioned above the use of a gauge transformation was suggested

by recent works of Hayashi and Ozawa [4, 5]. To simplify the exposition we

shall restrict ourselves to the case 7 = 1; i.e.,

(3.1) dtu + d^u + P(u,dxu,d2u) = 0.
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Differentiating the equation (3.1) six times (for technical convenience) and

introducing the variables

( cok = dku      for k = 0, 1, ... , 5,

(3.2)
[ 0)(, = d%u<&   with <P = <P(x, t) to be determined,

after some straightforward computations we find that

(3.3) dicok + d^cok + Pkicoo,...,cok+x,dxcok+x) = 0,       k = 0, 1,..., 4,

dtco5 + ¿\3<y5 + P5(coo, ... ,co5, co6<b~~l)

(3.4) dP
+ Q^-(œo , 0Ji » a)2)(dxcú6®    - û)6<D 2dx<i>)

where Po > • • • > A, P5 are polynomials in the class ( 1.2) with the same ¿0 as
P,and

(3.5)
d,œ6 + dlcof, - dt®®-xco6 - 3dx®dxiu - 3d2^dx(co60-x) - d^(co60-x)

dP ~
+ g^(œo > ̂ i. to2)<bdlu + P6(<D, O-1, coo, ... , co6, dxco6) = 0.

We must choose <P such that the two terms in (3.5) involving dxu cancel.

Hence

dP
-3dx<P+—(co0, cox,œ2)<& = 0;

i.e.,

{1   [x    dP \
(3.6) 0(x, t) = exp( - /     -^j-(cDo,cox,co2)(x',t)dx'j.

Now using (3.1) one sees that

(3 7) ^ = 5* (/I Tt {<kP{t0° ' Wl 'W2)(x' ' <>) ̂')

= 1>(/    P(œ0,...,o;5)(x',i)Jx^

where P is a polynomials in the class (1.2) with ¿0 - 1 instead of ¿0 ■ Thus

when ¿o = 2 one has to use the differential equation and the weighted norm

(L2(\x\mdx)) to guarantee that ?(•, t) £ LX(R).

Combining (3.6) and (3.7) we can rewrite (3.5)

(3 8) d,co6 + dfcot - (        P(coo, ... , co5)(x', t)dx'jco6

+ P6(<D, coo, ... ,co6, dxco6) = 0
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with P6(0,(Oq, ... ,cû6, dxco6) satisfying that P6(y, z0, ... , z6, z7) isa poly-

nomial in (1.2) fora fixed y, with the same ¿0 as P(-) in(3.1). Thus the system

(3.3), (3.8) is of the form described in (1.3).

4. Proof of Theorem 1.2

In the previous section we showed that the IVP (1.1) can be written as

(4.1)
' dtcuk + d>cok + Pkicuo, ... , cok+x, dxcok+x) = 0,        k = 0, 1, ... , 4,

dtco5 + d^co5 + P5(<D, coo, ... , co6, dxco6) = 0,

<   d,cO(, + dlcof, - (j*^P(o)o, ... , co5)(x', t)dx'^j co6

+P6(&,coo, ... , co6, dxco6) = 0,

. (coo, ... , co6)(x, 0) = (u0(x), ... , d¡Uo(x), c^m0(x)<D(x , 0))

with <P = <&(co) as in (3.6) and where, for a fixed z, P0(-), ■■■ , A(-), Ps(z, •),

P(,(z, •) are polynomials in the class (1.2) with the same to as P in (1.1), and

the same holds for ?(•) with ¿0 - 1 instead of ¿0 •
As was mentioned in the introduction we shall consider only the case

k > 3 (Theorem 1.2). In this situation the data u0 £ HS(R). Thus co(0) =

(coo, ... , co6)(x, 0) £ (//^(K))7 with s' = s - 6 to be determined.
In the proof of Theorem 1.2 we shall use the following notation:

co(t) = (coo, ... , co6)(-, t)

for any T > 0,

(4.2) rf(co) =   max    sup ||a>jt(0ll/f-' >
k=0.6 [0,7-]

(4.3) rî = sup(jT\dï+xco6(x,t)\2dt\    ,

(4.4) r^ =   max      sup    [ /     s\ip\dxcok(x, t)\2dx I
&=0,...,6 n=0,...,r \J-oo [0,T] J

with r = [s'/2], [•] the greatest integer function,

(4.5) nT(co) = max{r£(û;)//? =1,2,3},

and

(4.6) Yf = {co:Cx[0,T]^ C7/QT (co) < a}.

Writing the system (4.1) in the integral form

co(t) = co(0) + f e('-'')ö*>(<w, dxco)(t')dt'
Jo

with & = i-Px,..., -Ps, (Jl^P(co0,..., co5)(x', t)dx')co6 -P6) we reduce

the problem to showing that the operator

(4.7) A(v)(t) = Aw{0)(v)(t) = co(0) + f ¿'-WPiv, dxv)(f) dt'
Jo
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defines a contraction in Yf for appropriate values of a, T.
From our assumption on P(-) it is easy to verify that the nonlinear terms

of lowest order in &(•) (4.7) (see (3.3)—(3.8)) have one of the following forms
for i, k, m £ {0,... , 5}:

(4.8.a) COiCOkCOm ,

(4.8.b) C0iC0kC0($>      ,

(4.8.c)

or

(4.8.d)

cOjCûkdxcu6Q>-

(/:
P(co0, ..., co5)(x', t)dx')co6

')

In order to prove Theorem 1.2 we need the following estimates.

Proposition 4.1. For i, k, m £ {I, ... , 5} and s' > 2

(4.9) /   WcoiCOkCoM^dt <cT(YTx(co))\
Jo

(4 10)    /   Hû,iû,*w«* '(OIIjp"*'

< cT((T\ico))' + (rfico)Y'tx)exp((rf(co))2 + (T{(tw))''"1) = Dx

with I as in (1.2),

/   \\cOjCûkdxcû6&-x(t)\\Hsldt
11)      Jo(4.11)

and

(4.12)

< dx +cT$rlT(co)r2r(co)rT(co)exp((r{(co))2 + (rl(co)Y'-x),

j   II (J    P(coo,...,co5)(x',t)dx'\co6(t)

<cT((r{(co))3 + (rl(ca)y'1').

dt
H>'

Proof. Estimate (4.9) follows by combining the Leibniz rule and the Gagliardo-

Nirenberg inequality.

To obtain (4.10) one needs (4.9) and the estimate

(4.13)

(see (3.6)).

sup ||0 '(-, i)lloo<£"exp    sup
[0,T] \10,T]

dP
(Cûo, cox, co2)(t)

dco2

<exo((TTx(co))2 + (Y\(co)lx-x)) = D2
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Estimate (4.11) follows from (4.10), the Leibniz rule, and the inequality

(4.14)
nr

f  \\œiœkdf+io>6<l>-l(t)hdt
Jo

<(joT\\coi(t)\\ldt\   nT\\œkdï+xco6(t)\\22dtj   sup UO-'WIloo

< C  ̂ ^[(^llWfcll^^.iocjro^^llO^+'Wéll^^.^ro^/Jl

< c T^YTx(co)Yl(cû)Yl(co)D2.

In (4.14) we used (4.13), Holder's inequality, and Sobolev's theorem.

Finally (4.12) follows by combining the Leibniz rule and the inequality

sup
[0,7-]

(I    P(coo, ... , co5J (x', 0 dx')dx'co6

<  sup \\P(œo,...,cû5)(t)\\xrl(œ)< c((Y{(co)Y + (Y{(co))\x).
[0, T]

We observe that the corresponding estimates for the nonlinear terms in &>(•)

(4.7) of higher order, i.e., 4, ... , £x, follow from a similar argument. Having

proved the necessary estimates (Proposition 4.1) we can now turn to the proof
of Theorem 1.2.

Combining the group properties of the associated linear problem, (4.9)-(4.12)
and the integral equation (4.7), one sees that

Yf(A(v))<c\\<o(0)\\Hl + cT((rl(o)))3

+ (Yl(co)f+x^)exv((Yj(co))2 + (T7»)''"1)

+ cTHyJ(co) + (YI(co)Yx-2)

x r^^^exparf^))2 + (rfM)''-1) = z>3.

Similarly, inserting (2.1) with 7 = 1 in (4.7) one has that

(4.16) Y¡(A(v)) < £>3.

Finally assuming s' > 4 from (2.5) it follows that

(4.17) Y*(A(v))<D3.

Collecting (4.15)-(4.17) we find that

nT(A(v)) < c \\co(0)\\H, +c ri(l + Tt)((QT(v))>

+ (rîT(v))is'+m)exp((ciT(v))2 + (ílT(v)Yx-1).

The above argument combined with the mean value theorem and the form
of O in (3.6) shows that

(4.19)
QT(A(v -v))<c TiilT(v - v)((ÇÏT(v))2 + (QT(v))2)

x((D5(v)Y'ex+(D5(v)y'^)

x exp^a7"^))2 + (îït(v))2 + (aT(v)Yx~x + (nT(v)Yx-x).
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Hence choosing

a = 2c\\co(0)\\H,

and T such that

c ri(l + ri)(a + ízí7')exp(íz2 + a'1"1) < i

we obtain that the map A(-) defined in (4.7) defines a contraction in Yf . This

basically completes the proof of Theorem 2.1 (for more details see [8—10]).

Note added in Proof

After this work was completed, Professor W. Craig informed us that his

student H. S. Cai generalized some of the results proved here.
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